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We are often aware of the content of distracting sound,
although typically remain unaware of the processes by
which that sound is disruptive. Disruption can occur
even when the sound is ignored and unrelated to the
task being performed. In a recent major development,
Gisselga˚rd et al. have used positron emission tomogra-
phy to reveal how distracting sounds recruit the
involvement of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
When our mental activities are the most demanding is
often when we become most aware of the distracting
influences of background sound. Working memory is a
function of the brain that permits the short-term main-
tenance of information that needs to be remembered. The
manipulation of that maintained information within
working memory is often used in the service of a particular
task or goal. It is the mental activities that place heavy
demands upon working memory that seem to be most
susceptible to the disruptive effects of auditory distrac-
tion. Instances of such mental activities include reading,
arithmetic or (in laboratory experiments) silently reading
a list of numbers and reporting back that series after a
brief delay [1,2]. Recently, Gisselga˚rd, Petterson and
Ingvar [3,4] have revealed that for auditory distraction
to disrupt working-memory performance requires the
activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of the
brain. Indeed, this crucial activation was only seen to
occur on a difficult working-memory task [4].
When we succeed in ignoring – suppression of a large-
scale network of brain areas
Change within the ignored distracting sound has been
pinpointed as a key determinant of disruption of working
memory by auditory distraction ([5,6], see also [7]). That
is, a changing-state sequence of sounds (e.g. ABAB.)
typically proves more disruptive than a steady-state
sequence of ignored speech sounds (e.g. AAA.). To explain
this changing-state effect, cognitive theory has invoked the
concept of an involuntary processing of ignored changing-
state material, which disrupts the processing of the to-be-
remembered material [5]. This changing-state auditory
distraction might be related to particular brain processes
[8–11] although the functional anatomy of these processes
have remained yet to be fully understood.
TwoPETexperiments conducted byGisselga˚rd et al. [3,4]
shed considerable light on the functional anatomy of the
crucial brain processes by contrasting the action of ignored
steady-state and changing-state speech sound during a
working-memory task. This series of experiments not only
investigated the effects of different types of speech sound on
the accuracy of performance on a task, theworking-memory
performance, but also used PET to measure regional
cerebral blood flow under conditions of steady-state and
changing-state auditory distraction. Increases in blood flow
in a region were interpreted to reflect metabolism within
that brain region (activation), whereas decreases reflected
the suppression of that metabolism (deactivation).
The working-memory task – immediate verbal serial
recall – entailed the visual presentation of a list of 6 digits
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in random order (e.g. 2-7-4-6-3-1) one at a time, after
which volunteers were required to report back the digit
items in the correct order [3]. The approach adopted was to
compare the state of the brain on this easy working-
memory task with that on a control task with minimal
working-memory requirements. This control task entailed
presentation of a list of the digits 1–6 in numerical order
(1-2-3-4-5-6) one at a time, after which volunteers were
required to report back the digit items in the correct order.
This comparison revealed a working-memory effect
characterised by an activation of a large-scale network of
brain regions.
This network consisted of an activation of a large
number of cortical regions (left inferior frontal cortex, left
anterior cingulate cortex, left inferior parietal cortex,
right precuneus, bilateral anterior insular cortex), as well
as subcortical regions (left lentiform nucleus, left thala-
mus and bilateral cerebellum). There were also deactiva-
tions of several cortical regions (bilateral inferior
prefrontal cortex, bilateral medial prefrontal cortex,
right posterior cingulate cortex, right superior temporal
cortex and right middle/superior temporal cortex).
The lateral prefrontal cortex was a component of the
activated network, in corroboration of the involvement of
this region in working-memory function [12]. The upper
portion of the lateral prefrontal cortex, is termed dorso-
lateral (BA 9 and 46) and the lower portion is termed
ventrolateral (BA 44, 45 and 47) (see Figure 1). Indeed,
this anatomical distinction also loosely determines the
working-memory functions of this cortex such that:
(i) ventrolateral prefrontal cortices are involved in the
maintenance of to-be-remembered information
(e.g. retaining the order of a short list of letters);
(ii) dorsolateral prefrontal cortices are involved in the
manipulation of that information (e.g. alphabetical
re-ordering of a short list of letters) [13,14]. Whereas
Gisselga˚rd et al.’s [3] working-memory effect activated the
left inferior frontal cortex, (BA 6/44), which constitutes
part of the ventrolateral prefrontal ‘maintenance’ cortex,
the dorsolateral prefrontal ‘manipulation’ cortex was not
activated.
This working-memory effect on the brain varied such
that, relative to steady-state material, change-of-state
caused a deactivation of several of the regions involved in
working memory. However, these effects of changing-state
sound on the brain were not shown to adversely influence
working-memory performance on this task. Changing-
state material resulted in a suppression of several brain
areas, crucially involving left ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex and brain regions implicated in the temporary
storage of speech-based material: bilateral secondary
auditory and left inferior parietal cortex.
These regions, which are involved in working memory,
processed the changing-state sound, suppressing the
effects of that sound, and so successfully ignored that
sound such that working-memory performance was
unaffected. When auditory distraction disrupts working
peformance on tasks with similar low memory demands
(e.g. [15]), it remains an open question whether this
disruption is related to the absence of suppression or the
activation of some additional brain mechanism. Arguably,
in Gisselga˚rd et al.’s study [3] the presence of this
suppression precluded the activation of brain mechanisms
that, otherwise, would produce a disruption of working-
memory performance.
In this regard, it is worth considering that, with this
task, the dorsolateral prefrontal ‘manipulation’ cortex was
neither involved in the effects of working memory nor that
of changing-state.
When we cannot ignore – activation of dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex
Now, with a near-identical working-memory procedure,
ignored speech sounds disrupted working-memory per-
formance [4]. In this condition, the number of to-be-
remembered items was increased to 8 rather than 6 digits
per list. The 10% decrease in baseline performance
(6 digits: 93% correct, compared with 8 digits: 83% correct)
on this more difficult task might be one of the reasons why
this task was more susceptible to disruption. What was it
about the activation of the brain during this more difficult
task that permitted a disruption of working-memory
performance by auditory distraction?
The additional demands of the task recruited the
involvement of the dorsolateral prefrontal ‘manipulation’
cortex on this difficult working-memory task [4]. As shown
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Figure 1. (a) Increases of blood flow associated with the main effect of working
memory. (b) Related increases of blood flow associated with the influence of
changing versus steady-state sounds are confined to the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortices. (c) Commonalities of the above. The division between dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLFPC) and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) is indicated by
the white curved line. The vertical white line indicates the anterior boundary of
lateral prefrontal cortex. Reproduced with permission from [4].
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in Figure 1a, the working-memory effect replicated the
same pattern of activations as was seen in the previous
PET procedure, including that of the ventrolateral
prefrontal ‘maintenance’ cortex. Additional activations,
not seen with the easier task [3] were also shown in
anterior and medial prefrontal cortex, but of most
theoretical interest was the additional involvement of
the right dorsolateral prefrontal ‘manipulation’ cortex.
Comparing working-memory effects under circum-
stances of changing-state and steady-state sound
(see Figure 1b) revealed that this changing-state effect
also activated the dorsolateral prefrontal cortices. As
shown in Figure 1c, similarities between the brain regions
activated by working-memory and changing-state effects
were confined to the dorsolateral prefrontal ‘manipulation’
cortex. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortices are thus acti-
vated by the higher memory demands of this difficult task
andarealso additionally activatedby changing-state sound.
Arguably, this distracting sound thus crucially influences
the processes of executive functioning within the brain
[12,16] that support the active selection, monitoring and
manipulation of information in working memory.
Implications for future research
With an easy task, auditory distraction is prevented from
disrupting working memory by a physiological suppres-
sion of the effects of the changing-state sound. This
physiological suppression might reflect a suppression of
the content of the irrelevant material, preventing that
material from adversely affecting working-memory per-
formance on easy tasks. Indeed, on the difficult task, when
ignored speech disrupted working-memory performance
[4], this physiological suppression was not apparent.
Arguably, we are often aware of the content of
distracting sound when that sound disrupts our perform-
ance. However, we are typically unaware of the processing
that produces this distraction. With a difficult task, a
disruption of working-memory performance is seen that
might be related to the brain mechanisms involved in the
conscious processing of material held in working memory.
This processing crucially involves the dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex [4].
Changing-state disruption of working-memory pefor-
mance occurs not only with to-be-remembered material of
visual-verbal content, such as digits, but also with
material of visual-spatial content, such as the positions
of dots [17]. Seemingly then, auditory distraction is one of
process rather than content. An interesting question thus
remains to be answered: when the content of the to-be-
remembered material is visual-spatial, is the involvement
of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex crucial to the
disruption of working-memory peformance?
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